
Custom Dynamics® Fillerz™ LED Inserts 
Installation Instructions 

We thank you for purchasing the Custom Dynamics® Fillerz™ 

LED Inserts! Our products utilize the latest technology and high 

quality components to ensure you the most reliable service. We 

offer one of the best warranty programs in the industry and we 

back our products with excellent customer support, if you have 

questions before or during installation of this product please call 

Custom Dynamics® at 1(800) 382-1388. 

Questions? Call us at:  1 (800) 382-1388    M-TH  8:30AM-5:30PM / FR  9:30AM-5:30PM EST 

09-2015SM 

Package Contents: 

    - Fillerz™  LED Inserts (pair) 

    - MPR-BCM 6 Pin Adapter (1) 

    - 4” Tie Wrap (10) 

    - 3M Promoter Ampule (1) 

Part Number: GEN-FDRS 

 Fits 2014 & Up Electra Glide Ultra Classic/Low, Ultra 

Limited/Low, Road King*  

 

Installation 

 

 

 

MPR-BCM Connections 

Note: Road King Applications require a Run-Brake-

Turn controller to achieve Run-Brake-Turn function 

with this product. Module Sold Separately. 

1. Remove the hard bags to allow access to the fender 

supports on the fender. 

2. Remove the main seat on the bike and locate the 6 

pin connector going to the rear fender. Unplug and 

install the MPR-BCM adapter in line. (see photo)  

3. Apply the provided 3M promoter from the ampule 

onto the surface of the fender supports, allow 3-4 

minutes to dry. 

4. Verify Left and Right Fillerz™ panels before in-

stalling, remove the red backing from the unit, then 

line up the bottom edge of panel with bottom edge of 

fender support. Push unit into place until the tabs 

click. Apply pressure evenly over the panel to ensure 

the tape is applied evenly. 

5. Route the wires from Fillerz™ along the fender support, 

using the provided 4” tie-wraps to secure where needed. 

Bring wiring to the MPR-BCM location . 

6. Use the wiring diagram on page 2 to wire in the Fill-

erz™. The Connectors on the MPR-BCM are easy to 

use, as noted in the picture above.  

7. Once wiring is completed, test function.  6 Pin Connector Location under seat 

Rear Fender 



Installation Instructions - Page 2 

Questions? Call us at:  1 (800) 382-1388    M-TH  8:30AM-5:30PM / FR  9:30AM-5:30PM EST 

09-2015SM 

MPR-BCM Diagram  
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Black = Ground 

Yellow = Low/Running 

Red = High/Brake/Turn 

This diagram demonstrates run/brake/turn with the MPR-BCM. Other Functions include: 

 

Running only - Do not connect the red High brake wires 

Brake/Turn - Do not  connect the Yellow-Running wires 

Run/Brake - Attach the red wires from both Fillerz™ to the red wire on the MPR instead to the 

Purple and Brown wires 

Brake only - Same as above, do not attach Yellow-Running wires 

L R 


